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1. INTRODUCTION

At present (1994), analogue FM is used for the vision signal on satellite

links. The techniques are similar to those used on terrestrial tv radio links

although some of the standards are slightly different.

Compared to AM, FM gives a good demodulated video S/N (signal to noise)

ratio with relatively poor C/N (rf carrier to noise) ratio. This concept is

called the FM Advantage or FM Improvement (FMI). The amount of

"advantage" or "improvement" depends on many factors (see "Satellite Tiink

Budget" handout. The most important factor is the the amoimt of

frequency deviation which the programme material produces. As

deviation is increased, the rf bandwidth occupied by the signal increases,

but the FMI also increases. The deviation allowed (and hence the rf

bandwidth occupied ) for a particular service is controlled by international

agreement (CCIR/ITU, and other organizations e.g. the EBU).

Sound is carried either on mono FM subcarriers which lie above the video

baseband (e.g. DBS) or as dual channel SIS within the line sync pulse (for

TV feeds).

Eurovision is due to go to 34 Mb/s digital modulation in 1995. Many other

satellite TV feeds are already using TV compressed to 8 and 6 Mb/s.

However, DBS TV is likely to remain analogue FM for the forseable future.

This handout will only consider analogue FM techniques.

2. FREQUENCY DEVIATION

The maximum frequency deviation of the rf carrier which is allowed is

determined by international agreement.

e.g. (a) High Quahty TV Feeds (e.g. from OB's on Intelsat, Panamsat,

Eutelsat, or programme interchange on Eurovision ECS IIF4).

f^ p/p max. = 25 MHz

(b) DBS (e.g. Sky channels on Astra satellites)

fj p/p max. = 13.5 MHz
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RF BANDWIDTH

The rf bandwidth (BW), the highest modulating frequency (fn^(max)), and

the peak deviation (f^) are related with Carson's Rule :

rf BW = 2 ( fj peak + (max))

= fd p/p + 2 (max)

TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER BLOCK DIAGRAMS
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5. VIDEO PATH

5.1 Pre- and De- emphasis

The pre-emphasis applied to the baseband video is the same

characteristic as used on terrestrial links (see CCIR rec. 405-1 Vol.

IX). The characteristic is slightly different for different TV st£indards

(525, 625,-MM lines) which have different maximum baseband

frequencies. The pre-emphasis chsoracteristic is shown below :
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These characteristics are described by the following expression :

Relative Deviation (dB) = 10 logjo'g t- A
.g

Where,

B and C

attenuation (dB) at low frequencies

(<10 kHz)

constants which determine the

shape of the characteristic

frequency (MHz)

The value of these constants is shown in the table :

NiBBber ofline*525625819

A ̂ .. 11-07-0

B1-3060-40830-1021

C28-5810-212-552

Cross-over frequency (MHz) . .0-7616• 1-5121-402

Deviations (peak-to-peak) at low
frequencies (MHz)l-OT

psii .
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Suitable networks with these characteristics are shown below :

790

M99pr

18.750

9.54 jiH

730 730-^
.

90.53|>H

750 730

18.750

-

:.5424f>F •

-750

Video pre- and de-emphasis is primarily used to reduce the effects of

variations in group delay in the rf transmission path from

introducing Diff. Phase on the demodulated video (see Appendix 7.4).

There is also, however, a small improvement in video S/N ratio.

5.2 Energy Dispersal

To minimise interference with terrestrial microwave links sharing

the same frequency bands most administrations restrict the

maximum spectral power flux density (measured as W/m^ per 4 kHz

of rf bandwidth) which a satellite may radiate towards the Earth. To

"spread" the energy of a TV modulated rf carrier more evenly over

the whole of the rf channel width a low frequency triangular

waveform is added to the baseband video. This is called Energy

Dispersal. This waveform is removed from the video in the receiver

with a simple clamp. Usually the energy dispersal waveform is

locked to field rate (e.g. 25 Hz for 625 line 50Hz video).

5.3 Main 70 MHz Modulator

Most satelhte (and terrestrial) link equipment has standardized on

a 70 MHz as the first IF centre frequency in the transmitter.

In satellite equipment for TV feeds (not DBS TV) the modulator

sensitivity is 25 MHzA^.
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i.e. a 1 Vp/p signal applied to the input of the modulator will

produce a p/p deviation of 25 MHz.

Hence, it is very important that the pre-emphasized video signal

(plus low amplitude sub-carriers) applied to the modulator does not

exceed 1 V p/p otherwise the maximum deviation will be exceeded

and the rf bandwidth will increase probably causing adjacent channel

interference. The practical implication is that 100% saturated colour

bars must NOT be used for alignment on a satellite link (nor on a

terrestrial microwave link). EBU bars (lower saturation) can be used

instead. On programme, highly saturated pictures occur very rarely

so this should not cause a problem in practice.

Ignoring the sound sub-carriers which lie above the video baseband

signal (and which are at a low level), the highest video modulating

frequency (PAL system I) is :

fjimax) = 5.5 MHz

The rf bandwidth occupied is given by :

rf BW = fd p/p + 2 max.

= 25+11

36 MHz(TVOB's)

( rf BW « 27 MHz for DBS TV , with fj = 13.5 MHz p/p)

Most transponders designed for TV use have a useable bandwidth of

72 MHz (e.g. Eurovision) although there are some 36 MHz

transponders available as well for occasionsd use (on other Eutelsat's,

Intelsat*s, and Panamsat). From previous calculation, a high quality

analogue FM TV signal occupies 36 MHz. Hence, two TV signals

(and their associated audio sub-carriers) can conveniently be

accommodated in a 72 MHz transponder. This is called "half

transponder working". ^
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A 36 MHz transponder can, of course, only accommodate a single TV

channel (with its audio). Sometimes, a 72 MHz transponder is only

used for carrying a single 36 MHz wide TV signal (e.g. Eurovision

channels C and G). This is called "full transponder working*'.

Whether full or half transponder working is being used has

implications in terms of the amount of output back off (OBO) which

is used. Half transponder working with two tv signals in a single

transponder is more likely to produce higher ip's. Hence, a greater

OBO is needed in this case.

6. SOUND PATH

6.1 Audio Subcarrier Frequencies

Usually two high quality (15 kHz) mono audio subcarriers are

provided on TV satelhte feed equipments. Typical subcarrier

frequencies are :

6.6 MHz or 6.65 MHz, and 7.2 MHz

These can carry the TV programme audio. If the TV audio is carried

on SIS, the subcarriers can provide other audio circuits (e.g. clean

feed, or comms. channels with/without audio multiplex equipment.)

On DBS TV (which never carries SIS), the programme audio is

usually carried on FM subcarriers. However, there are usually many

other subcarriers carrying totally unrelated audio programmes.

Typical subcarrier frequencies are :

6.5, 6.65, 7.02, 7.2, 7.38, 7.56, 7.74, 7.92, 8.1, 8.28 MHz.

Some of these are used as stereo pairs.

N.B. TV broadcasts using MAC have digitally modulated

audio channels.

W
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6.2 Pre-emphasis and De-emphasis

This is used to improve the audio S/N ratio (triangular noise voltage

spectrum o/p from the demodulator is reduced with the de-emphasis).

There are a number of different standards :

(a) 50 ps time constant

(b) 75 ps time constant

(c) J17 (CCITT spec")

(d) Companding (e.g. Wegener "Panda 1" as used on Astra

Sky DBS)

6.3 Audio Subcarrier FM Modulators

The important parameters are :

(a) The peak deviation of the subcarrier (f^ (s/c) produced

by the audio channel (quoted at full loading i.e. +9 dBu

at the test frequency where the pre-emphasis has zero

gain. This is 1.42 kHz for 50 ps).

e.g. EBU recommended figures for Eurovision are :

For a single sub-carrier :

fjj (s/c) = 300 kHz p/p. at 0 dBu at 1.42 kHz

= 422.8 kHz pk. at +9 dBu

For two sub-carriers :

fj (s/c) = 150 kHz p/p at 0 dBu at 1.42 kHz

s 211.4 kHz pk. at +9 dBu

(b) The amplitude in volts of the audio subcarrier (A (s/c)

before it is added to the video (which usually occurs

before the video pre-emphasis network).

e.g. Eutelsat

A (s/c) = 50 mV pk.

A (s/c), together with the gain (a) of the video pre-emphasis network

at the subcarrier frequency (usually 2.8 dB, so a = 1.38), and the

sensitivity of the main 70 MHz modulator (usually 25 MHz/V) will

determine the deviation (f^ (carrier)) of the 70 MHz carrier produced

by each subcarrier.
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This fj (carrier) and the subcarrier frequency (f (s/c)) will determine

the Mod. Index. (MI) of the main carrier by each sub-carrier :

MI = fd (carrier) / f (s/c)

e.g. Eutelsat,

MI = 1.725/6.65

0.26

This MI then determines the spectrum of the 70 MHz FM signal (use

Bessel curves). The audio subcarrier first sidefrequencies are

typically 16 - 17 dB's down on the unmodulated 70 MHz carrier,

e.g. With two subcarriers present and no video :

~ A

A

-U?' -(>■(,

<■

To*tx^ ULoteo
eAer

See also "Digital Modulation for Satellite Links" handout.
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FREQUENCYGAINFREQUENCYGAIN

MH:dBMH2dlt

0.00-11.05.102.6

0.10-10.65.202.6

0.20-9.65.302.6

0.30-8.35.402.6

0.40-7.15.502.7

0.50-5.95.602.7

0.60-4.95.702.7

0.70-4.05.802.7

0.80-3.25.902.7

0.90-2.66.002.7

1.00-2.06.102.7

1.10-1.56.202.7

1.20-1.16.302.7

1.30-0.76.402.7

1.40-0.36.502.7

1.50-0.06.602.8

1.600.26.702.8

1.700.56.80Z.8

1.800.76.902.8

1.900.87.002.8

2.001.07.102.8

2.101.27.202.8

2.201.37.302.8

2.301.47.402.8

2.401.57.502.8

2.501.67.602.8

2.601.77.702.8

2.701.87.802.8

2.801.97.902.8

2.901.98.002.8

3.002.08.102.8

3.102.08.202.8

3.202.18.302.8

3.302.18.402.8

3.402.28.502.8

3.502.28.602.8

3.602.38.702.8

3.702.38.802.8

3.802.38.902.9

3.902.49.002.9

4.002.49.102.9

4.102.49.20 . '2.9

4.202.49.30*2.9

4.302.59.402.9

4.402.59.502.9

4.502.59.602.9

4.602.59.702.9

4.702.59.802.9

4.802.69.902.9

4.902.610.002.9

S.OO2.610.102.9
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7.4 Group Delay

Group Delay refers to the delay suffered by a sine wave as it passes

through a system. If the signal comprises many different frequency

components, unless the group delay is constant with frequency, each

frequency component will be delayed by a different time and the

output signal will be distorted. This occurs even if the amplitude

/frequency response is flat. The type of distortion depends on the

type of signal passing through the system,

e.g.

SIGNALEffect of Group Delay varying

with frequency

1.Baseband video (0-5.5 MHz)(i) Pulse shape distortion e.g.

ringing on vertical edges)

(ii) Chrom/Lum delay is a

special example of group

delay. This produces a

chroma signal which lags

or leads the luminance

signal.

2.AM signal (rf carrier

modulated with video) e.g.

broadcast UHF vision signal

All of the above effects

are visible on the

demodulated video.

3.FM signal (rf carrier

frequency modulated with

video and audio sub-carriers)

e.g. terrestrial and satellite

microwave links.

(i) Differential phase on

demodulated video

(ii) crosstalk between audio

sub-carriers

(iii) increase in noise on

demodulated video
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Many circiaits which have a varying Eimplitude/frequency response

(e.g. filters) also have a varying group delay /frequency response. A

typical group delay response is shown below. It is parabolic in

shape. Colloquially the variation in group delay is often simply

called the group delay.

t

Iy^/di urwtnaocfi. compenc

4b f>noJltAioibr

If an rf carrier is frequency modulated by a luminance video signal,

the instantaneous fîequency produced will vary between limits

determined by the amplitude of the luminance , and the sensitivity

of the modulator (25 MHz/V on satellite links). Any sub-carrier

which "sits" on this luminance signal will therefore suffer different

delays according to the group delay response and the instantaneous

level of the luminance. If the sub-carrier is chroma, Diff Phase will

result when the signal is demodulated. If the sub-carrier is an audio

channel, noise will appear on the demodulated audio.

These effects can be reduced by :

(a) Group Delay Equalizers in the tx and rx equipment (to

try to obtain a flat overall group delay response,

and (b) reducing the p/p deviation produced by the luminance

signal (using a pre-emphasis network in the tx).

R.W. PENMAN/RWP/SATMOD

8/1/95
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Appendix 1 to
S.N. 93/10

(E. only)

OPERATIONAL PARAMETERS FOR EBU LEASED TRANSPONDERS IN EUTELSAT II

Parameters for the mono TV sound :

Audio signal :

Compression/Expansion

Audio Bandwidth

Pre-emphasis

Amplitude Limiter

Average Programme Level

Peak Programme Level

Subcarrier :

FM Modulator Baseband Response
from 0.04 to 15 kHz

FM Modulator Linearity

Subcarrier Frequency

Subcarrier Frequency Tolerance

Frequency Deviation of the Subcarrier
by the Audio Signal

Subcarrier Bandwidth (in the
composite signal

Subcarrier Amplitude

Subcarrier Amplitude Tolerance

Video Low-pass Filter (before
combining the video and audio)

Modulation Index

None

15 kHz

CCITT J.17 (1)

Required (2)

0 dBm

+9 dBm

Flat within +/- 0.2 dB

Better than VA in the band 6.1 MHz to

7.1 MHz

6.6 or 6.65 MHz (3)

+/- 5 kHz

300 kHz peak-to-peak (4)

870 kHz maximum at peak programme level

100 mV peak-to-peak

+/- 1 mV

Required (5)

0.26 for a frequency deviation
sensitivity of 25 MHz/V

w



Appendix 1 to

S.N. 93/10

(E. only)

Parameters for the additional TV associated dual/stereo sound channels

Audio signal :

Wegener "Panda 1" Compression/
Expansion factor

Audio Bandwidth

Audio Low-Pass Filter

Pre-emphasis

Amplitude Limiter

Average Programme Level

Peak Programme Level

1:2

15 kHz

Required

50 uS

Required (2)

0 dBm

+9 dBm

Subcarrier ;

FM Modulator Baseband Response
from 0.04 to 15 kHz

FM Modulator Linearity

Subcarrier Frequencies

Subcarrier Frequency Tolerance

( J Frequency Deviation of the
Subcarrier by the Audio Signal at
a frequency of 2.1 kHz

Subcarrier Bandwidth (in the
composite signal)

Subcarrier Amplitude

Subcarrier Amplitude Tolerance

Video Low-pass Filter (before
combining the video and audio)

Modulation Index

Flat within +/- 0.2 dB

Better than \7. in the band 6.1 MHz to

7.1 Mhz

7.02 MHz, 7.56 MHz

+/- 5 kHz

100 kHz peak-to-peak for the peak
programme level of +9 dBm

130 kHz maximum at Peak programme level

57 mV peak-to-peak at 7.02 MHz,
62 mV peak-to-peak at 7.56 MHz

+/- 1 mV

Required (5)

0.14
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S.N. 93/10

(E. only)

(1) The level through the pre-einphasis circuit should be adjusted so that the
f level of a test tone at 1.42 kHz will remain unaffected by the addition or

removal of the pre-emphasis circuit. The measured pre-emphasis curve should
not deviate by more than +/- 0.25 dB from the foreseen levels.

(2) The transmit programme channel should be equipped with an amplitude
limiter, which operates as a linear amplifier whose gain is reduced in the
event of the signal exceeding a value corresponding to an equivalent
sine-wave peak power of +9 dBmO. A time constant of about 0.5 ms is
associated with a gain reduction; this characteristic accounts for the fact
that peak powers higher than +9 dBmO are encountered, although with small
probability.

(3) With two TV per transponder operation, in order to avoid cross-talk
effects, one of the two carriers has a sound subcarrier frequency of 6.60
MHz and the other one a sound subcarrier frequency of 6.65 MHz.
Hence 6.65 MHz will be used on EUT-A and EUT-F and 6.60 MHz will be used on
EUT-B, EUT-E, EUT-C and EUT-G channels.

(4) For a 0 dBm test tone level at the pre-emphasis network transition
frequency of 1.42 kHz.

(5)'A video low-pass filter should be provided in the transmit FM sound
programme terminal to limit the bandwidth of the video signal to 5.5 MHz.



Appendix 1 to
S.N. 93/10

(E. only)

The following survey has been carried out of the facilities available to the
members for transmission and reception of such sub-carriers :

Capabilities of transmitting sub-carriers sound as defined above, in addition
to mono-SIS ;

SiteNumberof selectable monoNumber of Panda

sub-carrier modulatorsmodulators

BRTNBRUXtwo

DRKOBNtwo

NRKOSLOoneone

RTEDBLNtwo

YLEHLKIoneone

RAIROMAtwo

TVPTransp.one

BNTTransp. (planned)one

NRKTransp.one(6.60 only)
PTT/NO Transp.one(6.60 only)one

Intrax Transp.oneone

ORETransp.one

RAITransp.(several)oneone

Capabilities of receiving sub-carrier sound as defined above, in addition to
mono-SIS :

SiteNumber of selectable mono Number of

sub-carrier demodulatorsPanda 1 demodulators

n
BBCLNDN(6m antenna)four

BBCLNDN(9m antenna)two

BNTSOEOfour

BRTNBRUXfour

DRKOBNsix

MTVBUDOfour

NOSHILV(EBU antenna)four (6.60 only)
NOSHILV(NOB antenna)one

NRKOSLOone

ONTTUNIfour

RTAALGRfour

RTEDBLNfive

RTMRABTfive

RTVSLOLJNAfour

RUVRYVKthree

SVTSTOKfour

TVPWAROfour

YLEHLKIoneone

OREWIEN(ORE receiver)one

six RAIROMAsix

RTVRBUCOthree

ZDEMANZ(SNG TVRO)twotwo

ARDEETMfour
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(E. only)
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* Please note that because modulators and demodulators are not part of the EBU
standard equipment, there is no monitoring foreseen in the EVC in Geneva. Since
the EBU cannot be held responsible for any unusable signal, the use of agreed
sub-carriers will be made at the risk of receiving organizations. For the same
reason, there should be no extra charging nor debit/credit operation through
the EBU clearing process, when the sub-carrier modulators/demodulators are in
use (this could be the case when demodulating for a downstream Service).
Usually the cost of extra modulators used with transportable transmit earth
stations is included in the overal cost of the temporary set-up. Since this
cost should be relatively small as compared to the global cost, it will not be
debited separately for any unilateral use.

It should be noted that from the answers received, nearly every earth station
W and CNCT installation is transparent to the use of 525/60 signals. Only RTVSLO

UNA CNCT is not, but RTVSLO is in the course of reconfiguring its CNCT.

The transmit side of the BRTN BRUX earth station may not be fully transparent
to the 525/60 system due to the lack of proper pre-emphasis.


